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ZERO HALLIBURTON LAUNCHES LIMITED EDITION STYLE THAT IS OUT OF THIS WORLD

NEW YORK – Building on its eighty-year legacy of security and style, Zero Halliburton today announced the Geo Meteor Limited Edition Aluminum Carry-On Case, an exclusive model limited to 80 numbered pieces worldwide.

Inspired by the universe’s composed chaos, the Geo Meteor case combines Zero Halliburton’s trusted craftsmanship with a cool, edgy flair. Each suitcase boasts a unique tessellation of fiery reds and oranges achieved through a special anodizing process and proprietary color treatment. The result is a brilliant mélange design each with its own one-of-a-kind pattern.

Like all Zero Halliburton cases, the Geo Meteor carry-on marries form and function. The 22-inch bag is made in America using Zero Halliburton’s signature, top-grade aluminum, making it a great carry-on for international travel. The stain-resistant, lined interior is divided into two zip compartments with flat panels to keep belongings secure and organized. Two TSA-approved locks and a neoprene gasket seal offer extra security and protection. A three-staged, dual-button handle offers an ergonomic grip, while its recessed wheel housing and four double spinner wheels ensure a seamless, smooth glide. The Geo Meteor Limited Edition Aluminum Carry-On Case is available in limited quantities at Zero Halliburton stores and ZeroHalliburton.com for about $995.
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